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Countertop Ready

Plug-and-Play Design

Can Produce Up To 125,
16oz Servings Per Hour! 

Color Changing LED Lights Vertical Airflow Bayonet Lock



Adding a Frozen Cocktail Machine
to Your Restaurant or Bar
When considering the ROI of any food service equipment, one must
oweigh the pros and cons. Winning profit margins are always
welcome, but if those profits are eaten away by the cost of
increased labor than sometimes the decision is less clear. The
choice to add a Frozen Cocktail Machine to your business is made
much easier when considering that these machines decrease labor
costs significantly.

Lesser frozen cocktail machines such as blenders, require an
operator on stand-by during the entire drink making process, and
the capacity is only around a gallon per session. On a busy weekend
in a packed bar or restaurant, you’ll be more inclined to say your
blender is “out of order” rather than taking an employee off the
floor for ten minutes to noisily blend three and a half frozen
cocktails. When you take into consideration that the margarita is
currently the most popular cocktail in the United States, you can
imagine the profit many food service concepts miss out on, for lack
on an adequate frozen beverage solution.

For regular slushy drinks, the cost per 16oz beverage is around 40-
50 cents. These drinks sell at a price point of around $4 -$6 per
beverage. For bars and restaurants, frozen cocktail machines offer
the ability to create blended recipes for frozen cocktails using in-
expensive well liquors. If presented properly, these drinks offer a
high-end feel that customers will return for again and again. Taking
into account that some modern slush machines can produce over
100 servings an hour – that’s a lot of profit!

https://gtidesigns.com/gtiproduct_categories/equipment/?filtervar=30


Add a little bit of body text

Frozen Cocktails have a 
65-70% Profit Margin

The Global Cocktail Market is
expected to grow over 5.5%

annually from now until 2030

The Margarita is the most
popular cocktail in the

United States!

In recent consumer trends studies, 30%
of people reported consuming more

frozen cocktails now ever before.

The sale of to-go frozen cocktails has
increased every year since the onset

of Covid-19
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